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SCREEN U.S.A.® 

TC6036 (36" x 60') 

ENGINE 

- 49HP Deutz 2.9 Tier 4 Final Diesel

FRAME 

- Deep folded plate frame constructed with heavy

duty cross bracing for strength and stability

- Hydraulic folding head section

IDLERS 

- 35 degree CEMA B standard idlers

- Impact bed at feed point

UNDERCARIAGE 

- 8' tracks with 16" shoes

- Umbilical cord remote control

- Hydraulic raise and lower

- Galvanized trestle with variable feed and discharge

heights

FEEDBOOT 

- Drilled for liners

- 5-1/2' long with adjustable rubber skirting

BELT 

- 3-ply vulcanized

- Chrevron belt (Optional)

- Self adjusting polyurethane belt cleaner

OTHER 

- Mesh under conveyor guarding to 5-1/2 from ground

- Side skirting 5-1/2' from ground

- All nip points guarded

- Remote greasing to all bearing from ground level

- Can ship in a 40' container

- Max stockpiling capacity of 745 cu.yd.

- Max Discharge Height (at 28 degrees) 30'-10"

                                   (at 24 degrees) 27'-6"

                                   (at 20 degrees) 23'-6"

TC5036 (36" x 50') 

ENGINE 

- 24HP Perkins 403J-11 Tier 4 Final diesel

FRAME 

- Deep folded plate frame constructed with heavy duty

cross bracing for strength and stability

- Hydraulic folding head section

IDLERS 

- 35 degree CEMA B standard idlers

- Impact bed at feed point

UNDERCARIAGE 

- 8' tracks with 16" shoes

- Umbilical cord remote control

- Hydraulic raise and lower

- Galvanized trestle with variable feed and discharge

heights

FEEDBOOT 

- Drilled for liners

- 5-1/2' long with adjustable rubber skirting

BELT 

- 3-ply vulcanized

- Chrevron belt (Optional)

- Self adjusting polyurethane belt cleaner

OTHER 

- Mesh under conveyor guarding to 5-1/2 from ground

- Side skirting 5-1/2' from ground

- All nip points guarded

- Remote greasing to all bearing from ground level

- Can ship in a 40' container

- Max stockpiling capacity of 620 cu.yd.

- Max Discharge Height (at 26 degrees) 24'-11"

                                   (at 24 degrees) 23'-6"

                                   (at 20 degrees) 20'-2"
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